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I have regularly over the last three years expressed my gratitude and 

that of the Aboriginal community of Canberra for the support we 

have received from the ACT Government, the Opposition and the 

Greens for the construction of a new purpose built health service at 

our headquarters at Narrabundah. 

The new facility will have an enormous impact on our capacity to 

better meet the diverse range of health issues faced by our large 

and growing clientele. Winnunga AHCS sees over 5,000 clients and 

provides in excess of 60,000 occasions of service a year, however 

there remain significant gaps in our capacity to meet the full range 

of not just health but other social and emotional needs of our     

community. That will unfortunately remain the case even after the 

new building is operational. 

Even a cursory glance at the health and other data relevant to the life experience of         

Aboriginal peoples in Canberra illustrates the distance yet to be travelled to ensure that  

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in the ACT and region have the same             

opportunities in life and achieve the same outcomes as non-Aboriginal residents of the    

Territory. 

It is in this context that I must express my particular thanks to the ACT Liberals for agreeing 

to go one step further in improving our capacity to meet the needs of the Aboriginal       

community by a promise to commit a further $4.5 million to the new facility currently under 

construction to ensure a modern fully equipped dental suite will be delivered. I cannot over 

emphasise the importance of this announcement to the Aboriginal community. The dental 

health needs of the Aboriginal community are often overlooked and the consequence is  

regrettably very low levels of dental health including among Aboriginal children. 

I would of course welcome the support of both ACT Labor and the ACT Greens for this     

proposal in order to ensure not just that it becomes a reality, but that the question of 

meeting the basic needs of the Aboriginal 

community are above politics.  

CEO Update 
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   Julie Tongs OAM, CEO 

Left to right: Vicki Dunne (Shadow minister 

for health), Julie Tongs, Alistair Coe (Leader 

of the opposition) and James Milligan 

(Shadow Minister for Indigenous Affairs). 
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Winnunga AHCS was very pleased to assist the Karabar High School Clontarf Academy in 

organising a visit to Parliament House for a special meeting with Aboriginal MP Ms Linda 

Burney, the first Aboriginal woman to be elected to the House of Representatives. 

The ten Aboriginal boys who participated in the visit are all either Year 8, 10, 11 or 12 

students at Karabar High in Queanbeyan. The boys enjoyed a tour through Parliament 

House before meeting with Linda. 

Linda was very generous with her time and engaged in an extended question and        

answer session during which each of the boys asked questions about her life, her role as 

a politician as well as questions about her priorities and what motivated her in life. Linda 

responded that one of the things that most satisfied her as a politician and an advocate, 

was in achieving change that had a positive impact on the lives of people. She told the 

boys she was particularly pleased to have been able to play an active role in issues such 

as reconciliation, marriage equality and improved child care.  

Linda advised the boys that she believed it was important for all citizens, including  

members of the Aboriginal community, to take an active interest in politics. 

Winnunga AHCS CEO Julie Tongs attended the meeting between the Clontarf boys and 

Linda Burney. It was noted by both Linda and Julie that not only are they both Wiradjuri 

women but they were born and raised in the same town of Whitton. Reflecting on the 

remarkable and successful careers of these two powerful and successful Aboriginal 

women led to some of those present at the meeting to wonder what is in the water at 

Whitton. 

 

‘Linda advised 

the boys that 

she believed it 

was important 

for all citizens, 

including  

members of the 

Aboriginal 

community, to 

take an active 

interest in 

politics.’ 

   

 

 

 

 

  

Fact:  The Clontarf Foundation exists to improve the education, discipline, life skills, self-esteem and                

employment prospects of young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander men and by doing so equips them to    

participate more meaningfully in society (clontarf.org.au). 

Karabar High Clontarf Group Meet With 

MP Linda Burney 
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Attention has been drawn to the January 2020 Winnunga News, re an article about the   

latest Productivity Commission report on child protection services. A comparison was made 

between the number of Aboriginal children placed in out-of-home care in 2014-15 with the 

number in 2018-19, which was incorrect. 

The point was made, quite rightly, that the resultant mismatch in the data should not be 

relied on for the purposes of comparison. The Winnunga News regrets this lapse in      

attention to detail and apologises for any confusion that may have resulted. 

For the record the offending sentence read: 

“The number of Aboriginal children who were placed in out of home care in 2014-15 was 

183 which had increased to 248 in 2018-19, which is the second highest rate in Australia.” 

As mentioned above this comparison should not be relied upon. 

There are two possible comparisons which might be more appropriately made. These are: 

“The number of Aboriginal children who were in out of home care on 30 June 2015 was 183 

(second highest rate in Australia) which had increased to 199 on 30 June 2019 (third highest 

rate in Australia). 

Or alternatively: 

“The number of Aboriginal children in at least one out-of-home care placement during the 

year 2014-15 was 208 (second highest rate in Australia) which had increased to 248 in  

2018-19 (second highest rate in Australia).” 

The point of the principal article was that despite the significant injection of additional 

funds and launching, with great fan-fare and hype of the Step Up for Our Kids program, that 

not much appears to have changed for Aboriginal children in contact with the care and  

protection system in the ACT. 

The supplementary point which was made was that the effective and deliberate exclusion 

of Aboriginal community controlled involvement in the delivery of the Step Up for Our Kids 

program was a major deficiency in the ACT Government’s child protection policy and    

strategy. 

Winnunga AHCS stands by that assessment and the data, however configured, supports our 

conclusions. It is surely unarguable that for Canberra, the most prosperous city in Australia, 

to have the second highest rate of Aboriginal children in out of home care is nothing less 

than scandalous. 

Winnunga AHCS looks forward to the re-tendering of the Step Up For Our Kids program at 

the conclusion of the existing contract and urges the ACT Government to ensure that      

Aboriginal community controlled participation is a mandated requirement in any new     

contract. 

‘Winnunga 

AHCS looks 

forward to 

the re-

tendering of 

the Step Up 

For Our Kids 

program… 

and urges the 

ACT 

Government 

to ensure that      

Aboriginal 

community 

controlled 

participation 

is a mandated 

requirement 

in any new     

contract.’ 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Fact:  a full copy of the Productivity Commission report can be access at                                                                                                            

https://www.pc.gov.au/research/ongoing/report-on-government-services/2020/community-services  

Child Protection Services 
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There has, appropriately, been considerable media coverage of the speech by the Prime 

Minister Scott Morrison, when delivering the Closing the Gap Report 2020 but                  

unfortunately much less analysis and reporting of individual jurisdiction outcomes. 

To be fair the 2020 report is short on detail and in some instances the data behind some of 

the reported outcomes is either not readily obtainable or is yet to be published. 

It would be helpful, therefore, if the ACT Government would agree to make the data       

relevant to two of the target areas, namely literacy and numeracy and employment,      

publicly available. 

In relation to literacy and numeracy, for instance, while the Closing the Gap report reveals 

that the ACT did not meet the target, it does not expand in any close detail on the extent of 

our failure other than to note ‘states and territories are considered to have met the target 

if more than half of the eight National Assessment Program-Literacy and Numeracy 

(NAPLAN) areas (Years 3,5,7 and 9 reading and numeracy) were met in each jurisdiction’. 

Not only is it sobering to have to accept that here in Canberra Aboriginal children in years 

3,5 and 7 have apparently not been well enough supported to meet the target in the 

NAPLAN areas for literacy and numeracy, but it is believed that this may be the first         

occasion since the closing the gap targets were set in 2007 that the ACT has failed to meet 

this particular target. It is particularly concerning that in years 3 and 5 that neither the  

reading or literacy targets were met while in year 7 the reading target was not met. In    

other words the ACT failed to meet the closing the gap target for literacy and numeracy in 

five of the eight designated areas. 

The second target in relation to which analysis and understanding of a downward slide in 

outcomes is warranted is in relation to Indigenous employment. The ACT has over the last 

decade recorded the highest drop in Australia in the employment to population rate, by 

Indigenous people. 

If nothing else these results highlight the importance in maintaining a national testing     

regime such as NAPLAN, to ensure these outcomes are regularly reported and that         

Governments are accountable for their failings and shortcomings.  

 

 

 

‘It would be 

helpful, 

therefore, if 

the ACT 

Government 

would agree 

to make the 

data       

relevant to 

two of the 

target areas, 

namely 

literacy and 

numeracy and 

employment,      

publicly 

available.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

Fact: For a copy of the Closing the Gap Report 2020 please go to                                                                                    

https://www.niaa.gov.au/news-centre/indigenous-affairs/closing-gap-2020-report  

Worrying Trends in the ACT 
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Coronavirus (COVID-19) Precautions:  
Please call Winnunga AHCS if you have a fever, cough, sore throat or shortness of breath and have visited     
Cambodia, China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Japan, Singapore, South Korea or Thailand in the last 14 
days, or if you have been in contact with someone   diagnosed or suspected of having coronavirus. We will ask 
you to wear a mask before entering one of our vehicles or the clinic, as a precaution. Please check the Winnunga 
AHCS website  and Facebook for further updates as they emerge. 

Coronavirus Precautions 
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 Job Opportunities at Winnunga AHCS 
Winnunga AHCS is an Aboriginal community controlled health and community service   
providing holistic health care to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities of the 
ACT and surrounding areas. The service manages approximately 50 programs through various 
funding agreements and employs more than 70 staff offering salary sacrifice pursuant to tax 
department regulations and organisational policy. 

Social Health Worker  - Applications close 20 March 2020 

The Social Health Worker will work between Boolimba Crescent and Winnunga AHCS Health and Wellbeing     

Program located at Alexander Maconochie Centre 10400 Monaro Hwy, Hume ACT 2620. We are seeking a 

fulltime experienced Social Health Worker to work within our Social Health Team. The role of the Social Health 

Worker is to ensure that program objectives are met whilst under the supervision and direction of the Social 

Health Team Manager. The successful applicant will need to have the ability to problem solve effectively on a day 

to day basis and in crisis situations, assist clients who are incarcerated, support clients who are attending court, 

liaise with medical staff and negotiate complex issues with clients and their families. The applicant will       

demonstrate excellent interpersonal and communication skill and a demonstrated capacity to work effectively, 

positively and collaboratively within a multi-disciplinary team. 

 

Aboriginality is a genuine qualification for this position and is authorized under section 42 of the Discrimination 

Act 1991 (ACT) and S8 of the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth) 

Nurse Home Visitor for the Australian Nurse Family Partnership Program (ANFPP)                                                           
Applications close 20 March 2020 

The ANFPP is a program of sustained and scheduled home visiting for first time mothers that begins during the 
antenatal period and continues until the child is two years old. The program supports clients to improve their 
personal health and wellbeing, environmental health, increase their self- efficacy and improve the health and 
development of their children. The ANFPP involves Nurse Home Visitors and Family Partnership Cultural Support 
Workers visiting women pregnant with an Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander baby and their families using a 
therapeutic, partnership approach. 
 
We are seeking a fulltime Nurse Home Visitor (General Nurse or Midwife registration) to work within our Clinical 
Services Team. The Nurse Home Visitor will be responsible for the care and implementation of the Nurse Family 
Partnership model within Winnunga’s ANFPP and early intervention services. This forms a part of Winnunga’s 
broad, holistic clinical services providing culturally appropriate health care for its clients.  
 
The successful applicant will have an understanding and experience working with Aboriginal clients and/or      
Aboriginal services. A demonstrated high level of oral and written communication skills including the ability to 
consult, collaborate, negotiate and interact effectively with individuals from a diverse range of cultural           
backgrounds is required.  
 

Nurse Manager for the Australian Nurse Family Partnership Program (ANFPP)                                                        
Applications close 20 March 2020 

The ANFP program supports clients to improve their personal health and wellbeing, environmental health,       
increase their self- efficacy and improve the health and development of their children. This forms a part of     
Winnunga’s broad, holistic clinical services providing culturally appropriate health care for its clients. We are 
seeking a fulltime experienced Nurse Manager to work within our Clinical Services Team. The Nurse Manager will 
be responsible for the management of Winnunga’s ANFP Program as well as the early intervention services. The 
successful applicant will be able to demonstrate excellent interpersonal and communication skills, have a 
demonstrated capacity to work effectively, positively and collaboratively within a multi-disciplinary team. 
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Job Opportunities at Winnunga AHCS 

(cont’d) 
Pharmacist - Applications close 20 March 2020 
The role of the Pharmacist is to work in collaboration with doctors to   

ensure clients of Winnunga AHCS have access to holistic shared care.  We 

are seeking an experienced Pharmacist 1 day per week to review client 

medications, provide advice to clients on medicines, conduct home    

medication visits, liaise with community pharmacies, hospital pharmacies and                   

pharmaceutical companies and liaise with community pharmacies on DAA billing                

arrangements. The successful applicant will have the ability to work with clients with      

complex health matters, demonstrate excellent interpersonal and communication skills and 

have the capacity to work effectively, positively and collaboratively within a                        

multi-disciplinary team. 

For all Winnunga AHCS advertised positions: 

Applicants must obtain a copy of the selection criteria and address all criteria. For more   

information and/or a copy of the position description and selection criteria please call 

Roseanne Longford, HR Manager on 02) 6284 6259 or email  

Roseanne.Longford@winnunga.org.au 

Applications should be addressed and mailed to Julie Tongs CEO, Winnunga Nimmityjah   
Aboriginal Health and Community Services, 63 Boolimba Cres Narrabundah ACT 2604 or by 
email to Roseanne.Longford@winnunga.org.au 
 
For all Winnunga AHCS positions, employees are required to provide their Working With  
Vulnerable People (WWVP) registration to Winnunga AHCS, or to carry out a WWVP         
Registration pursuant to the Working With  Vulnerable People (Background Checking) Act 
2011 (ACT). Alternatively a current professional clinical registration inclusive of a police 
background/Working with Vulnerable People (Background Check) Act 2011 will be accepted. 
 

‘For all 

Winnunga 

AHCS 

positions, 

employees 

are required 

to provide 

their Working 

With  

Vulnerable 

People 

(WWVP) 

registration, 

or to carry 

out a WWVP         

Registration.’  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fact: Winnunga AHCS has delivered health and wellbeing services in the ACT and surrounding region                

for over 30 years. 

mailto:Roseanne.Longford@winnunga.org.au
mailto:Roseanne.Longford@winnunga.org.au
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A 9-year-old Bullied to the Brink Led an 

Australian Rugby Team to a Roaring Crowd 
The Washington Post, By Alex Horton and Hannah Knowles, 23 February 2020 

When Quaden Bayles walked onto a rugby field before a    

rowdy crowd Saturday night, he may as well have been 10 

feet tall. With one hand holding a ball and the other in the 

grip of star Joel Thompson, 9-year-old Quaden capped a  

whirlwind week after his heartbreaking story of bullying to the 

point of attempted suicide rocketed around the world. 

Quaden is an Aboriginal Australian with achondroplasia 

dwarfism — a rare bone-growth disorder. Constant ridicule 

from other children drove him to the brink, his mother        

explained in a now-viral Facebook video. 

“Give me a knife,” Quaden wails in the video. “I want to kill   

myself. I just want to die right now.” “This is the effect of      

bullying,” says his mother, Yarraka Bayles, as her sobbing child 

buries his face in his seat. 

His story caught the eye of California-based comedian Brad Williams, who grew up with the same condition. The 

GoFundMe campaign he started Wednesday to send Quaden to Disneyland exploded to nearly half a million  

dollars by Saturday afternoon and prompted much of the worldwide attention Quaden’s story has received. 

The National Rugby League’s Indigenous All Stars team also took notice. “The boys are here, we got your back, 

we’re here to support you,” a member of the team said in a video ahead of the exhibition against the Maori All 

Stars on the Gold Coast. 

A wrenching video showed a bullied 9-year-old’s pain. Thousands rallied to send him to Disneyland. Quaden’s 

turnaround was a relief to his mother. At a news conference Friday, she said he has gone “from the worst day of 

his life to the best day of his life,” according to the BBC. 

“We are losing way too many people because of bullying, because of discrimination, because of racism,” she 

said. “There’s so many factors of bullying. 

“On top of that, being an Aboriginal boy with a disability, people don’t understand that’s a double-edged sword,” 

she said. “There’s racism, and then there’s discrimination because of the disability.” 

Quaden’s story resonated far and wide. Australian actor Hugh Jackman told him in a video, “Quaden, you are 

stronger than you know, and no matter what, you got a friend in me.” 

The Maori All Stars won the game 30-16, but the focus remained on Quaden at the beginning. 

The crowd was so loud that he wore a headset as he strode onto the field to the sounds of a didgeridoo. Quaden 

handed the referee the ball, stood tall with the team captains, and flashed a thumbs-up for the world. 

Quaden Bayles runs onto the field before the NRL 

match between the Indigenous All Stars and the 

Maori All Stars at Cbus Super Stadium on Saturday, 

on the Gold Coast, Australia. (Jason McCawley/

Getty Images)  
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Being Aboriginal With a Disability a 

'Double Whammy', Royal Commission 

Told  
The Guardian, Mon 24 Feb 2020, by Lorena Allam  

Narelle Reynolds, who has two       

disabled sons, says her family has 

been pushed into homelessness. A 

Wiradjuri woman who is the        

full-time carer for two adult sons 

with intellectual disabilities has 

told the royal commission that the 

“double whammy” of being       

Aboriginal with a disability has 

pushed her family into            

homelessness. 

Narelle Reynolds’ sons, Justin, 38, 

and Luke, 33, have Fragile X        

syndrome – a genetic condition that 

causes intellectual disabilities. Luke 

also has epilepsy and has been treated for thyroid cancer. In childhood, they were             

misdiagnosed as having autism. 

In 2015, Luke’s health began to deteriorate. In 2017 he was diagnosed with thyroid cancer 

and had surgery and chemotherapy. In order to access better medical and more culturally 

appropriate services, Reynolds moved the family from Dubbo to Coffs Harbour but has  

struggled to find affordable housing. 

“In the last 12 months I’ve lived in a tent, in a shed and a cabin. Everything has been short 

term. And it is hard on my sons, because they don’t like change. 

“So it has been difficult. However, the goal, why I’m there, is to get answers. So I figured 

sometimes the negative – I can deal with it. It’s painful but it’s just the way it is.” 

Reynolds told the commission her family of seven is currently living in a one-bedroom cabin 

in a caravan park. While funding for Luke and Justin has tripled under the NDIS, she said 

there are no culturally appropriate services available for their specific needs. 

She said the NDIS needs Aboriginal liaison officers who can work with carers and people with          

disability, to help them access services.  

‘Reynolds told 

the 

commission 

her family of 

seven is 

currently 

living in a one

-bedroom 

cabin in a 

caravan park. 

While funding 

for Luke and 

Justin has 

tripled under 

the NDIS, she 

said there are 

no culturally 

appropriate 

services 

available for 

their specific 

needs. 

 

 

 

 

Narelle Reynolds told the disability royal commission that 

funding for her sons has tripled under the NDIS, but there 

are no culturally appropriate services for their specific 

needs. Photograph: Cameron Laird/PR IMAGE 
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Being Aboriginal With a Disability a 

'Double Whammy', Royal Commission 

Told (cont’d) 
Reynolds told the commission a lot of Aboriginal people with disability don’t remain         

connected with or continue to seek services from the NDIS. 

“I’ve actually supported a few family members, and my daughter as well, with my grandson 

[Ryan, 11, also has fragile X]. Sometimes bureaucrats know it all but they don’t. Sometimes 

when you’re sitting on the other side of the table, I generally get a feel if you’re listening to 

me or not. 

“Aboriginal people just shut down. We just don’t talk, because what’s the point of talking to 

you when we know you’re not listening?” 

Dr Scott Avery from the First Peoples’ Disability Network told the commission about his    

research into the causes and effects of the “double disadvantage” experienced by Aboriginal 

people with disability. 

“They had a right to care, they had a need for care, but that access to care was denied to 

them at a critical point, and because it was denied that has led to quite catastrophic events, 

and their health and wellbeing being threatened and jeopardised.” 

Avery cited the example of an Aboriginal man living “not far from here” with a cognitive   

impairment. 

“His public presentation of his disability, coupled with the negative stereotypes about      

Aboriginal   people and drinking, means he gets passed off as drunk. So he can’t go shopping. 

He can’t catch public transport. 

“You put those two things together, his life is basically taken away from him. He’s unable to 

participate. 

“You can experience racism, you can experience ableism but there are some times when 

those two come together.” 

Avery said the community and the royal commission should hold the healthcare system   

accountable for “institutional prejudice that sits within the healthcare system, in which  

highly qualified healthcare practitioners can just pass people off with need as being drunk or 

faking it.” 

“When you have complicated, complex health needs you really need everyone to buy in and 

take responsibility, but you have a situation where actually no one’s taking responsibility.” 

‘Reynolds told 

the 

commission a 

lot of 

Aboriginal 

people with 

disability 

don’t remain         

connected 

with or 

continue to 

seek services 

from the 

NDIS.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fact: ‘The National Disability Insurance Agency is an independent statutory agency. Our role is to implement 

the National Disability Insurance Scheme’ (Source: www.ndis.gov.au) 
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Photos From New Winnunga AHCS             

Building Progress 
 

South basement works 
Main basement works from ground floor 

South basement works 
South basement works 

Ground floor slab on ground—GF suspended deck Basement entry/exit ramp 
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What do you do on the weekends?    

Watch Turkish TV serials in Russian, go to 

the cinema, enjoy the garden, visit the 

National Institutions.         

 

What is your favourite food?                     

A big bowl of ice cream.                   

 

What do you like most about working at 

Winnunga?                                            

Working within the Aboriginal culture 

that I so admire and that is so               

misunderstood by indifferent non-

indigenous Australians.                                                   

                                                                                                

My favourite pet?                                    

Lana (Svetlana) our silver tabby.                                      

                                                                          

What is your pet hate?                           

Politicians who forget they have been 

elected for the good of the people.                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name:  Nerelle Poroch 

 

Position: Research Fellow  

 

Where are you from?                                     

I was born in Brisbane but I have lived in 

Canberra for almost 50 years.                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                 

Who is your favourite singer/band?    

Graham Gouldman lead singer of 10cc  

because I have just been to a 10cc        

concert.          

 

What is your favourite song?                   

I’m Not in Love by 10cc.                  
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